WHAT DO YOU MOST WANT TO SEE AT YOSEMITE?

START HERE

1. VALLEY LOOP TRAIL
- A peaceful river framed by granite domes

2. MIST TRAIL
- A pounding waterfall
- Less than 3 miles

3. WAPAMA FALLS

4. MAY LAKE
- How far do you feel like hiking today?
- 7 or 8 miles

5. CATHEDRAL LAKES
- A serene mountain lake

6. PANORAMA TRAIL
- Yosemite valley from above

7. HALF DOME
- Are you up for a strenuous climb?
- Yes! Can you throw in some exposure too?

8. NORTH DOME
- Downhill is more my speed.

Do you mind sharing the trail?
- Yes, solitude is my middle name.
- Not if it means I get to see something amazing

WHICH TRAIL SHOULD I HIKE?
Find your perfect dayhike with our personalized guide. Then visit www.myyosemitepark.com/which-yosemite-hiking-trail/ for details.